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Advanced Tokamak Concepts@C. Kessel, J. Manickam, G. Rewoldt, and W. M. Tang, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 72, 1212 ~1994!# have been designed assuming that the ‘‘Resistive Wall Mode’’~RWM! is
stable. It has recently been shown that the RWM can be stabilized by a combination of strong
uniform plasma rotation and visco-resistive dissipation. In this paper we examine the consequences
of a sheared flow on the RWM, and contrast the results to the case of uniform flow. It is shown that,
as for uniform flow, the rotation initially further destabilizes the resistive wall mode, but for higher
rotation velocities the growth rate is reduced, and the presence of plasma dissipation may
completely stabilize the mode. However, sheared rotation allows the possibility of the RWM
coupling to and converting into a Kelvin-Helmholtz mode. It is shown that the position of the wall
with respect to the critical position for stabilization of the external kink mode is of crucial
importance.@S1070-664X~96!01010-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

There is much current interest in ‘‘Advanced Tokamak
Concepts.’’1 These devices aim at steady state operation with
high bp and strong bootstrap current. However, a conse-
quence of this is that the broader current profiles are more
susceptible to kink instabilities, with a consequent reduction
in the b limit. Experimental evidence from the DIII-D
tokamak,2 however, indicates thatb-driven kink modes are
more stable than theoretically predicted.3 This has lead to a
reassessment of the theory of resistive wall modes, as it is
clearly important to understand the fundamental physical
processes which limit the achievableb.

The b values in advanced tokamak designs are con-
strained by low mode-number external kink instabilities.
Ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! theory predicts the ex-
istence of ideal external kink modes but also their stabiliza-
tion by an infinitely conducting shell placed sufficiently
close to the plasma. Allowing for the finite resistance of the
vacuum vessel, further analysis shows that the instability ap-
pears as a ‘‘resistive wall mode’’~RWM! growing on the
characteristic flux diffusion time of the vessel. Furthermore,
early analysis showed that the RWM was apparently un-
avoidable, with worrying implications for the performance of
large toroidal devices with long pulse durations and the
steady state operation of advanced tokamak concepts.

Indeed, thin-shell Reversed Field Pinch experiments
seem to have verified the existence of these resistive wall
modes, which can lead to termination of the discharge.4,5

However, surprisingly, some tokamak plasmas appear to
defy ~by a significant factor! the b-limits predicted for the
RWM,3 behaving rather as if surrounded by a perfectly con-
ducting shell. Such tokamaks are heated by the injection of
neutral beams, which also impart strong plasma rotation. It is
thought that plasma rotation may confer stability, introduc-
ing new physics into the theory of RWMs. Advanced toka-
maks are currently being designed on the assumption that the

resistive wall modes will be stable, but theoretical investiga-
tion as to why this may or may not be so, and how to opti-
mize stability, is only just beginning.

It has been shown6–8 that the RWM may be stabilized by
a combination of strong plasma rotation and some form of
plasma dissipation;9 damping by the sound wave continuum
in a cylinder,7 or toroidal sideband coupling6,7,10 or alterna-
tively visco-resistive dissipation close to the plasma
boundary.8 These studies generally invoked uniform rotation,
but strong recycling11 at the tokamak edge should suppress
the flow there and we may anticipate a strongly sheared flow.
In this paper we employ a simple cylindrical model to exam-
ine the consequences of a sheared toroidal flow, in particular
the presence of Kelvin-Helmholtz~K-H! like modes,12 on the
RWM. It should be stressed from the beginning that the ob-
jective is not to calculate the extent of the stability window
between RWM and kink modes, a task which would require
modelling both toroidal coupling effects and a specific
damping mechanism~e.g., trapped ion collisional damping
or ion Landau damping!. Further, the presence of a separatrix
could lead to significant changes.13 The objective is rather to
estimate at what values of plasma rotation velocity and shear
the new K-H destabilizing mechanism makes a significant
contribution within a simple cylindrical plasma model.

In Section II we outline the derivation of the governing
equations and boundary conditions, and in Section III we
investigate an analytic solution for a particular simple equi-
librium. In Section IV we give the result of numerical solu-
tions for more general field and rotation profiles, and this is
followed by a discussion in Section V.

II. THE GOVERNING EQUATION AND BOUNDARY
CONDITION

A. The governing equation

Our starting point is the linearized compressible MHD
equations, including a mean flowV, i.e., the ideal induction
equation,
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]b

]t
5“3~v3B1V3b!, ~1!

together with the equation of motion

rS ]v

]t
1v•“V1V•“vD52“p1 j3B1J3b, ~2!

and an adiabatic equation of state, which together with the
mass continuity condition leads to

]p

]t
1v•“p01V•“p52gp0“•v2gp“•V. ~3!

We employ a cylindrical coordinate system (r ,u,z) and take
the equilibrium quantities~upper case in the equations
above! to be V5V0(r ) ẑ and B5(0,Bu(r ),Bz(r )) with
m0J5“3B. The equilibrium quantities of course obey the
force balance equation

r~V•“V!52“p01J3B. ~4!

The perturbations~lower case in the above equations! are
given expi(mu1kz2vt) dependencies and upon introducing
the linearized Lagrangian displacementj with

v5
Dj

Dt
52 i ~v2V~r !!j, ~5!

with V(r )5kV0(r ), we find that Eqs.~1!–~3! provide a
complete set for the unknownsbr ,bu ,bz ,j r ,ju ,jz ,p and
can be reduced to a single governing equation forx5r j r .
This equation takes the form given in Ref. 7, but treats
sheared toroidal flow. The equation was first derived in Refs.
14 and 15 which treated the general case of sheared toroidal
and poloidal mass flows,

d

dr
D~r !

dx

dr
2C~r !x50, ~6!

where

D~r !5r
~Vs

21Va
2!

r

~v̄22va
2!

~v̄22v f
2!

~v̄22vh
2!

~v̄22vs
2!
, ~7!

rC~r !52r~v̄22va
2!2

4k2Va
2Bu

2

m0r
2

~vg
22v̄2!

~v f
22v̄2!

~vs
22v̄2!

1r
d

dr F Bu
2

m0r
2 1

2kBuG0

m0r
2

~Vs
21Va

2!

~v f
22v̄2!

~v̄22vh
2!

~v̄22vs
2!

G , ~8!

with Vs
25gp0 /r, Va

25B2/m0r, v̄5v2kV0(r ),
va5kiVa(ki 5 F0 /B with F05mBu /r1kBz), vh

25va
2Vs

2/
(Vs

21Va
2),vg5vaVs /Va ,v f ,s

2 5 1
2k0

2(Vs
21Va

2)@16A12a2#,
a52Vsva /k0(Vs

21Va
2), k0

25m2/r 21k2, and G05mBz/
r2kBu .

As discussed in Ref. 7, ifv is real, Eq.~6! is singular at
the radii wherev̄5va ~the Alfvén resonance! and v̄5vh

~the slow magnetosonic resonance!. So, for a resistive wall
mode with v;0 in the laboratory frame, plasma flows
which are sonic (V;vh) or Alfvénic (V;va) will intro-
duce an element of continuum damping if the growth rate of
the mode is small enough.7

However, for the tokamak application we have in mind
there is very small separation in the frequenciesvs andvh

appearing in the numerator and denominator ofD(r ),

vs
2;vh

2S 11
ki
2Vs

2

k0
2Va

2D;vh
2~11O ~e2b!!, ~9!

with e and b the inverse aspect ratio and ratio of plasma
thermal to magnetic energies, respectively. Because of this,
the closely paired zero and pole of the factor
(v̄22vh

2)/(v̄22vs
2) @which occur on the realr axis when

the growth rateg5I (v)50] move out into the complexr
plane wheng Þ 0 and effectively cancel when the condition,

g

vs
.S 12

nq

m D 2 r 2R2

Vs
2

Va
2, ~10!

is satisfied @here R is the device major radius,
q5rBz /(RBu) is the safety factor andn5kR].

In this limit, then, we may employ the approximation
(v̄22vh

2)/(v̄22vs
2);1 and, making use of the standard

tokamak expansion,16 Eq. ~6! may be put in the form

d

dr H ~12A2!r
dC

dr J 5
m

~m2nq!

r

Bu

d

dr H ~12A2!Jz

12A2
Bu

r J C1
m2

r
~12A2!C,

~11!

where we have used a new dependent variableC5rbr and

A2[
m0rv̄2r 2

Bu
2~m2nq!2

[S v̄

va
D 2. ~12!

When plasma inertia is neglected (r→0) Eq. ~11! is imme-
diately recognized as the equation governing kink/tearing
modes in a large aspect ratio tokamak.16 From the above
discussion we see that Eq.~11! applies to rotating plasmas
with sheared flow (dV/dr Þ 0) in both the subsonic and
transonic limits, provided that the growth rate of any eigen-
solution satisfies inequality~10!. For the moment we assume
that the resistive wall timetW5bd/(2h)(b,d, andh are the
wall radial position, thickness, and resistivity, respectively!
is such that~10! is satisfied whengtW<1, i.e., that

vstW!S 12
nq

m D 2 r 2R2

m0gp0
Bz
2 . ~13!

However when the growth rate of the RWM, calculated
using Eq.~11!, is depressed to such a low level that inequal-
ity ~10! is no longer satisfied then the role of the sound
resonance can no longer be neglected and continuum damp-
ing may then stabilize the mode, as shown in Ref. 7.

B. Boundary condition

The plasma has a free boundary atr5a. The boundary
condition there is obtained by integrating Eq.~11! across a
finite width plasma-vacuum interface and taking the zero
width limit. We then find (a2 and a1 subscripts denote
plasma and vacuum, respectively!
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S rC dC

dr D
a1

5H ~12A2!S rC dC

dr D J
a2

2
m

~m2nqa!

a

Bua
H ~1

2A2!Jz12A2
Bu

r J
a2

. ~14!

We now turn to the outer region and place a resistive
wall at r5b, so there is vacuum fora,r,b and r.b1d
whered is the thickness of the wall. In the vacuum the so-
lutions forC are a linear combination ofrm andr2m and the
boundary condition at the wall~subscriptW) is given by Ref.
17,

F rC dC

dr G
W

522ivtW ,

where@•#W denotes the difference between the value on the
two sides of the wall. Using this relation we can calculate the
value of (r /C)dC/dr at r5a1 required in Eq.~14! and
find18

S rC dC

dr D
a1

52m
$11 f ~a/b!2m%

$12 f ~a/b!2m%
, ~15!

where

f5S 11
im

vtW
D 21

.

Equation~14!, combined with~15!, provides the boundary
condition onC at r5a.

III. AN ANALYTIC EXAMPLE

An analytic dispersion relation can be obtained from the
equations formulated in section II above for the case of the
simple, constantq, equilibrium B[(0,Bu0(r /a),Bz0), with
Bu0 and Bz0 constant. This example helps to isolate some
generic properties of a sheared flow system.

A sheared flow is simulated by taking

V5V0 , 0<r<r 0 ,
~16!

5V1 , r 0<r<a.

For this case the quantity

A5
~v2V!

vA~m2nq!
~17!

in Eq. ~11! is a step function, having constant values on
either side ofr 0 @we have introduced the Alfve´n frequency
vA5Bu0 /(aAm0r) based on the poloidal field at the
plasma-vacuum interface#. The rotation profile of Eq.~16!
introduces a discontinuity indC/dr at r 0 and by integration
of Eq. ~11! throughr 0 we obtain the jump condition

~12A0
2!S dC

dr D
r02

5~12A1
2!S dC

dr D
r01

, ~18!

where

Aj[
~v2V j !

vA~m2nq!
, j50,1, ~19!

for this particular equilibrium profile. Further, Eqs.~14! and
~15! give

H ~12A1
2!S rC dC

dr D J
p

52m
$11 f ~a/b!2m%

$12 f ~a/b!2m%

1
2m

~m2nq!
, ~20!

as the relevant boundary condition atr5a. The solutions of
the simplified Eq.~11! for C are

C5rm; 0,r,r 0 , ~21!

5arm1br2m; r 0,r,a. ~22!

Using Eqs.~18! and ~20! we can solve for the constantsa
andb and deduce the~in general quintic! dispersion relation,

~x21K21!~x0
222xx012x222!

1lx0~x
22K21!~x022x!50, ~23!

where we have written

x5
v2V1

vA~m2nq!
, x05

V02V1

vA~m2nq!
,

l5S r 0a D 2m,
and

K~tW!5
2

~m2nq!
2

$11 f ~a/b!2m%

$12 f ~a/b!2m%
. ~24!

We choose to isolateK(tW) in this way because, for future
reference, in the case of an ideally conducting wall
(tW→`, f→1) and no plasma rotation, the marginally stable
wall position,bc , is given byK(`)51 or

2

~m2nq!
2

$11~a/b!2m%

$12~a/b!2m%
51, ~25!

i.e.,b has to be sufficiently close toa.19 ThatK(`)51 gives
the marginal point of the external kink is most easily seen by
taking the case of zero rotation (x050) in Eq. ~23!, which
then becomes a quartic, and we find the four solutions,

x56A12K~`! and 61. ~26!

So providedK(`).1 the system exhibits the well-known
external kink mode with growth rateg5AuK(`)21u ~plus a
stable complex conjugate counterpart!, accompanied by two
Alfvén waves.@Note that here and for the rest of this section
we normalize all growth rates and frequencies to
(m2nq)vA.] An equivalent way of obtaining the ideal kink
is to taker 05a, i.e., l51. Equation~23! then factorizes to
give the same roots as discussed above.

We now investigate the effect of rotation on the position
of this marginal point. It is easy to see that uniform rotation
(V05V1 ,i.e.,x050) leaves Eq.~26! unaltered and the mar-
ginal point unchanged. For the case of sheared rotation we
take as an examplem52 andnq51.5, so the kink is mar-
ginally stable for a wall at (a/b)2m50.5. Now, placing the
velocity shear layer at (r 0 /a)

2m50.8 we leaveV1 at 0, in-
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creaseV0 to 5, and ask what effect this has on the kink
mode. Figure 1 shows the growth rate of the mode as the
wall is moved from outside the marginal point to inside
@(a/b)2m going from 0.4 to 0.8#. Figure 1~a! is the non-
rotating and~1b! the sheared rotation case. We see that in the
latter case the external kink is further destabilized in that the
marginal point is moved from (a/b)2m50.5 to;0.69, i.e.,
the wall has to be placed nearer to the plasma to give mar-
ginal stability.

Staying with the case of a perfect wall, an interesting
situation occurs when we put the wall directly on the plasma.
ThenK(`)→` and Eq.~23! gives

v5
1

2
@~V01V1!1l~V12V0!#

6
1

2
A~l221!~V02V1!

214. ~27!

Accordingly, this root is Doppler shifted to al-weighted
mean ofV0 and V1 and becomes unstable for sufficient
velocity shear, i.e., when

uV02V1u.
2

A12l2
. ~28!

We identify this mode as a Kelvin-Helmholtz~K-H!
instability,12,20 although as we discuss below the nomencla-
ture and identification of kink, K-H and RWM is in general
not a simple affair. Note that the K-H instability of Eq.~27!
remains present forl→0 but not forl→1.

We now reinstate the finite conductivity of the wall and
can isolate the RWM in Eq.~23! by, say, takingl→0. This

leaves only the first term of Eq.~23!; the second bracket of
this term gives the KH mode while the first, i.e.,x21K21
gives the kink/RWM branch. To see this clearly we take
inertia to be negligible (x50) and find the solution

vtW5
2imG

~a/b!2m2G
, G512m1nq. ~29!

This, then, is the RWM for 0,G,(a/b)2m which converts
to the external kink forG>(a/b)2m. But this is precisely the
conditionK(`)51 of Eq. ~25!. In other words, we have the
well-known statement that the RWM only exists in condi-
tions where the external kink mode would be unstable were
there no wall at all and the resistive wall is placed within the
marginally stable position for that mode.

If we take into account finite inertia in this case then
under uniform rotation of the plasma the RWM exhibits the
characteristic behavior found in Ref. 17. This feature is re-
produced in Fig. 2 where we show the dependence of the real
and imaginary parts ofv on the~uniform! rotation velocity.
We see that as the rotation is increased the growth rate ini-
tially also increases, while the mode remains locked to the
wall, but atV0;4 the mode starts to slip relative to the wall
and the growth rate asymptotes to zero as the rotation veloc-
ity tends to infinity. Complete stability is not obtained for
finite rotation. Note that the rotation velocities here are all
normalized by the quantity (m2nq), which is characteristi-
cally small at the plasma edge for the external kink, and so
the rotation required to produceg→0 in the tokamak case is
proportionately smaller than Alfve´nic ~see also section V be-
low!.

We now turn to the case of the RWM in the situation of
sheared rotation. Again we takem52,nq51.5, which im-

FIG. 1. The growth rate of the ideal kink mode as the wall is moved from
outside the marginal point to inside@(a/b)2m going from 0.4 to 0.8#. ~1a! is
the non-rotating and~1b! the sheared rotation case. We see that sheared
rotation has the effect of further destabilizing the external kink by moving
the position of the marginal point from (a/b)2m50.5 to;0.69, i.e., the wall
has to be placed nearer to the plasma to give marginal stability.
@Parameters: m52, nq51.5, (r 0 /a)

2m50.8, (a/b)2m50.420.8, V0

50(1a), 5(1b), V150, tW→`.]

FIG. 2. The real and imaginary parts of the RWMv versus rotation fre-
quency. As the rotation is increased the growth rate initially also increases,
while the mode remains locked to the wall, but atV0;4 the mode starts to
slip relative to the wall and the growth rate→0 while never completely
stabilizing. @Parameters :m52, nq51.5, (r 0 /a)

2m51.0, (a/b)2m50.9,
V050215, V150, tW5500.]
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plies that the kink mode is marginally stable for an ideal wall
at (a/b)2m50.5; we ensure that we are studying a RWM by
taking (a/b)2m50.9. In fact Fig. 3 shows the growth rate of
the RWM converting to that of the kink as the wall is moved
from inside this point to outside it. In this case we have taken
tW5500 so thatg converts from the RWM growth rate
;1023 to the kink (;1) as the wall moves through the
critical value of 0.5. To increase the RWM growth rate we
now take tW550 and introduce a velocity shear at
(r 0 /a)

2m50.75. When the plasma is at rest we find the five
roots of the quintic @Eq. ~23!# are at ~V,g!5~0.0,0.05!,
~61,0.0!, and~64,20.0225!. The first is the RWM, the next
two are two undamped Alfve´n waves associated with the
plasma itself, while the last two are plasma Alfve´n waves
that are damped due to interaction with the wall. If we now
keepV1 at zero but increase the rotation of the core,V0 , we
can find the locus of these roots in the imaginary plane and
this is shown in Fig. 4. The RWM, originally located at
(0.0,0.05) initially shows the same behavior as a RWM sub-
ject to uniform rotation.17 That is, there is an initial further
destabilization of the mode but atg;1 this ceases and the
growth rate decreases. However, unlike the case of uniform
rotation, atv;9 the mode is strongly destabilized and has
converted to a K-H-like instability. The four Alfve´n waves
remain damped.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now turn to numerical solutions of Eq.~11! for gen-
eral non-uniform rotation frequencies. These solutions were
obtained using finite differences with variable grid spacing
and Newton iteration.

In all numerical results discussed here we used the fol-
lowing class of magnetic equilibria:

j z5 j oS 12
r 2

a2D
n

, ~30!

Bu5
j o

2r ~n11!
@12~12r 2!n11#. ~31!

All distances are scaled to the plasma minor radiusa ~a
dimensionless coordinatex[r /a is introduced!, and time is
scaled to the resistive wall time@in the Joint European Torus
~JET! tokamak,21 tW'431023 s#.

A. Comparison with analytic model

To compare with the solutions obtained using the ana-
lytic model we used a rotation profile described by

2V5~V01V1!1~V02V1!tanh@lV~x0
22x2!#. ~32!

For lV tending to infinity this function tends to a Heaviside
step function. Results obtained with the numerical code for
largelV have been compared with the analytic results and
show good agreement. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a typi-
cal case. Using an ideal wall rather than a resistive one, two
unstable modes are present: an external kink and a K-H in-
stability ~as has been noted there is not always a complete
and clear distinction between these two modes!. In this case,
the external kink growth rate is almost unaffected by the
rotation and its frequency is practically identical to the rota-
tion frequency in the outer part of the plasma. The K-H
mode frequency is an average of the rotation frequency over
the plasma, while its growth rate depends strongly on the
shear in the flow.

FIG. 3. The growth rate of the RWM converts to that of the ideal external
kink as the wall moves through the marginal position for the ideal kink.
@Parameters: m52, nq51.5, (r 0 /a)

2m51.0, (a/b)2m50.920.25, V0

50, V150,tW5500.]

FIG. 4. The locus of the five solutions of Eq.~23! in the complex plane as
V0 is taken from zero to 15. The RWM, originally located at (0.0,0.05),
initially shows the same behavior as a RWM subject to uniform rotation17

but eventually converts to a strong Kelvin-Helmholtz like instability. The
four Alfvén waves remain damped.@Parameters: m52, nq51.5,
(r 0 /a)

2m50.75,(a/b)2m50.9, V050215, V150,tW550.]
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B. A comparison of uniform and sheared toroidal
rotation

We now turn to more realistic profiles for the equilib-
rium quantities. In the first instance we take the equilibrium
profiles~30!, ~31! with n51 and a uniform toroidal rotation
frequency:

V5v0 . ~33!

For the equilibrium parameters selected in Fig. 6, the ideal
external kink then becomes stable at a critical distance of the
wall given by (a/b)c'0.9017. With a resistive wall placed
inside this position there is a remnant RWM instability, its
growth rate depending on the wall position. As the plasma is
given a certain rotation, the well-known typical curves for
growth rates and frequencies are obtained, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. For low rotation rates the mode remains locked to the
wall, and the mode frequency remains small compared to the
rotation frequency. In this regime the wall remains an inef-
fective conductor and consequently the rotation cannot have
any stabilizing influence. On the contrary, the growth rate
increases if the wall is sufficiently close to the plasma~this
effect being due to the plasma-wall interaction!. From a cer-
tain critical rotation rate, the mode breaks away from the
wall and the wall starts to act as an increasingly good con-
ductor, thus reducing the growth rate. For all wall distances
~inside the critical distance for the onset of the external
kink!, the growth rate asymptotes to zero as the rotation rate
tends to infinity. In a more complete treatment, this residual

growth rate may be removed by dissipative effects.6–8 Since
the required rotation rate increases as the wall distance de-
creases, it has been argued that the optimum position of the
wall for a given configuration is just inside the position
where the ideal kink would set in.

FIG. 5. Frequency and growth rate of the ‘‘external kink’’~dashed line! and
‘‘Kelvin-Helmholtz’’ ~full line! type modes versus the parameterlV regu-
lating the sharpness of the step-like tanh rotation frequency profile~32!
approximating the analytical model. Equilibrium parameters areV05200,
V15100, x0 /a50.5, a/b50.9,m52,m2nqa50.1, tA /tW51023/2.

FIG. 6. Frequency and growth rates of them52 resistive wall mode versus
~uniform! rotation frequency for different positions of the wall~values of
a/b are indicated on the figure!. Time is scaled to the resistive wall time.
The equilibrium hasm2nqa50.1, n51.0, tA /tW51.531024.

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 with the same equilibrium, but now using a
sheared rotation profile given by Eq.~34!. The pedestal value was always
taken to be 0.4 times the amplitude of the parabolic component:
vb50.4v0 .
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This statement needs to be reconsidered however when a
sheared rotation is included, as is demonstrated in Fig. 7.
Here, we have introduced the profile

V5v0~12x2!1vb , ~34!

which agrees reasonably with the experimental profiles. In
Fig. 7 the pedestal valuevb was set at 0.4 times the ampli-
tude of the parabolic component, which again is typical for
experimental rotation profiles. It is apparent that for low ro-
tation frequencies the results are qualitatively identical to the
case of uniform rotation. When the rotation rate becomes
high enough however, the mode switches to the K-H insta-
bility, and the growth rate starts to increase again. The
turn-up of the growth rate occurs forlower rotation rates as
the wall distance is increased. Hence, the optimum wall dis-
tance is probably no longer given by the same value as that
for the uniform rotation case, since for this wall distance the
K-H instability may increase the growth rate before it has
been reduced to low enough values to be stabilized by dissi-
pation. This statement requires further verification in a more
complete analysis.

It can be argued that toroidal effects may be partly rep-
resented in cylindrical geometry by an increase in the effec-
tive inertia,22 with r→Lr, L@1 in the inertial ‘‘layer’’ near
the plasma boundary wherem2nq!m. In a collisional
plasma the enhanced inertia arises from the large longitudi-
nal displacementsj i which are required by the dual con-
straints of incompressibility“•j50 and vanishing magnetic
compressionB•dB'0. In toroidal geometry these con-
straints require the existence ofm61 side-band harmonics
in j i with

j i'qj'u , ~35!

so that L5112q2. A similar inertial enhancement is
predicted23 in the banana regime of collisionality with
L5111.6q2/e1/2 wheree5r /R0 . To model this effect we
have considered the case of a ten times higher density, which
reduces the Alfve´n time scale by a factor ofA10. This is
represented in Figs. 8 and 9. The main change is that the
scale of the graph is condensed by the same factor. Thus the
onset of the shear flow driven instability now occurs for
v0.2700 instead ofv0.8600~for the casea/b50.95). At
values ofv0 greater than this the instability persists if the
resistive wall is replaced by a perfectly conducting wall, i.e.,
the terminology ‘‘resistive wall mode’’ is no longer appro-
priate, and we should refer to the mode as a shear flow
driven mode of K-H character. Asv0 is increased beyond
the K-H threshold the growth rate rises to a maximum~at
v0.3200 in the case ofa/b50.95) before decreasing again.
This behavior is caused by Alfve´n continuum damping. At
v0.3200 an Alfvén resonance,Re(v)5(m2nq)VA /Rq
enters the plasma at the plasma boundary. In Fig. 9 we also
include a repeat of the calculation fora/b50.95, but with
the pedestal value of the rotation frequency removed, so that
the edge rotation is always zero. This substantially changes
the results. The mode remains locked to the wall for much
higher values of the central rotation frequency, and the
growth rate curve no longer displays the initial increase and
fall-off before the K-H instability takes over. It is also of

interest to note that once the K-H is dominant, the two
curves fora/b50.95 coincide, indicating that the growth
rate is only determined by the total amount of shear in the
rotation profile, and not by the uniform contribution to the
rotation profile.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7 with a ten times larger value for the ratiotA
2/tW

2 ,
modelling toroidal enhancement of inertia.

FIG. 9. An enlargement of the low rotation frequency part of Fig. 8. Also
included are curves for the case witha/b50.95 and the pedestal in the
rotation profile removed, so that the rotation frequency drops to zero at the
edge of the plasma (vb50).
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C. Relevance for JET

A more meaningful model equilibrium is obtained for
JET by takingn52 in the magnetic profiles. Typical values
for the rotation frequency areVtW5280 andvbtW580. For
the JET model values adopted in Figs. 10 and 11 for the
various other parameters it turns out that there is no external

kink instability ~for any wall distance! in the zero-pressure
approximation~to include pressure in a realistic way would
require a fully toroidal calculation!. Therefore, the RWM in
the absence of toroidal rotation is a purely damped mode. As
has already been pointed out in Ref. 17 however, this mode
can still be driven unstable when rotation is included, as
demonstrated in Fig. 10 for the sheared rotation profile, and
in Fig. 11 for uniform rotation.~In both cases the growth
rates are plotted versus the edge rotation frequency!. For the
quoted typical edge rotation rate for JET, the mode is still
damped for both figures. However, there is only a factor 2 to
3 difference between a typical rotation rate in JET and the
value required to obtain an instability in our model. In view
of the simplicity of the model and the above reference to
enhanced inertial effects and other toroidal corrections, there
is a definite possibility that the RWM instability may be of
relevance in the JET experiments.

For completeness, in Fig. 12 we present a typical eigen-
mode structure corresponding to a low rotation frequency
point in Fig. 10. This eigenfunction still has all the charac-
teristics an external kink mode would have. We should point
out however that the eigenfunctions may become severely
distorted in several ways, in particular when substantial in-
teraction with the Alfve´n resonance is present.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have concentrated on the effects of
sheared toroidal rotation on the external kink resistive wall
mode~RWM!. It is known that uniform rotation produces an
initial further destabilization of the mode but at higher rota-
tion rates the growth rate asymptotes to zero~but never ac-

FIG. 10. Growth rate and frequency of the resistive wall mode versusedge
rotation frequency in a JET model equilibrium. We have used
tA /tW51.731024, b/a51.2, n52,m53,m2nqa50.1. The rotation pro-
file is again given by Eq.~34! with vb50.4v0 .

FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 10 with the same equilibrium, but taking
uniform rotation.

FIG. 12. Typical eigenfunctions~top! and the first derivative for the cases
presented in Figs. 10 and 11.
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tually stabilizes!. It is known that plasma rotation coupled
with some form of plasma dissipation,9 either a visco-
resistive outer plasma region8 or damping on the sound
continuum6,7 can bring about complete stabilization of this
reduced growth rate. However, the stability window~i.e., the
range in value ofb/a for which the RWM is stable! which
results from either of these mechanisms appears to be very
small in the cylindrical models.

When toroidal momentum is injected into a tokamak
plasma the edge rotation is limited by momentum loss
through rapid recycling at the plasma surface, and conse-
quently the toroidal flow will be radially sheared. We have
investigated a simple analytic case, and a more general nu-
merical formulation, of a model that incorporates the effects
of sheared flow and find that the growth rate of the RWM
does not always asymptote to zero but can couple with and
transform into a Kelvin-Helmholtz~K-H! type instability.12

In this case the question of the optimum wall distance for
stabilizing the RWM may need to be reconsidered.

We have noted that the plasma velocity only appears in
our calculations normalized by (m2nq)vA . Now (m2nq)
is typically a small quantity~at least at the plasma edge! for
the external kink in a tokamak. Secondly, the toroidal en-
hancement of inertia discussed in section IV has the effect of
decreasingvA . As a result the actual plasma velocity re-
quired to produce the various phenomena discussed in this
paper is significantly less than might be expected. As an
example we showed that for typical JET parameters, al-
though the RWM is stable for zero rotation, the effect of
plasma flow may be sufficient to destabilize it.

The presence of the K-H mode at higher sheared rotation
naturally leads to speculation regarding the role of this mode
in the phenomenon of ‘‘roll over’’ observed in several ex-
periments, as well as its implications for edge localized
modes~ELMs!.20
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